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T
he concept of venture

capital was fathered by an

American, right? Wrong!

Before I read Creative Capital by

Spencer Ante, I thought the

legendary Arthur Rock was the

founder of venture capital. In fact,

his Harvard professor Georges

Doriot, a Frenchman, conceived

and pioneered the concept of

venture capital, championed it

through its early years, and set

the stage for the modern-day

private equity and venture capital

industry. He pioneered this then-

esoteric concept in the mid 1940s,

which today has become one of

most lucrative businesses within

the financial sector, and where

some of the smartest business

minds reside. 

In 1946, Doriot founded

American Research and

Development, the first organised

venture capital fund. This has

metamorphosed today to include

Kleiner Perkins, which has

changed the world of technology,

and Blackstone, which is a

modern-day hybrid of a versatile

financier and a conglomerate.

The book is a great tome for

anyone who is interested not just

in private equity, but in the

general world of investments, on

innovation, on entrepreneurship,

on study of great achievers, on

economic history, and for anyone

who needs an adrenaline rush! 

Georges Doriot was a

successful automotive engineer’s

son. He learnt his work ethic

from his father, worked in the

French army for a while and

migrated to the US almost

penniless as a young man, after

his father’s business adventure

flirted with bankruptcy. This

shaped his risk-averse business

style, even though he ultimately

worked in the high-risk business

of venture capital. He bowed out

of enrolling at MIT at the last

minute and went to Harvard

Business School instead — in

those days business education

was a novel concept few people

had time for. Getting in was easy,

I guess. His early years were at

Kuhn Loeb, a prominent

investment bank at the time,

where he learnt about risk and

investments. This is where a

future venture capitalist was

created. A few years later, in the

mid-1920s, Doroit went on to

Harvard Business School to

teach. His ambition was to set up

a business school in his native

France, and he did. Today it is

called INSEAD. Doriot also

advised the US Government on

various issues in the Depression

years. As the Second World War

started, Doriot became the head

of the Military Planning Division.

Here he learnt the practice of

management. In the mid-40s

Doriot eventually started his

venture capital firm, which

changed the way young

businesses got funded. 

The history of venture capital

is well articulated in this book. It

shows how business trends grow.

In the 20s, mechanical

engineering and related

businesses were hot stuff.

Unprecedented wealth was

created. Electrical engineering

was the game in the 40s.

Information technology came in

the 60s. In all of these waves,

there were many business

aspirants, few became icons,

others stumbled along, most got

eaten or died. 

The lesson to be learnt from

the stories of businesses in this

book is that external factors and

circumstances do not determine

the winners and losers in

business, management does! In

case after case, business

conditions fluctuated almost

equally for the automotive sector

or the IT sector. The winners

were decided by how they played,

how they anticipated the future,

how they adapted, how they

rebounded from lost bets, and

how driven were the people

behind them.

The story of Digital

Equipment Corporation — one of

the Doriot-funded businesses,

and one of his biggest hits —

shows how the J curve was at

work even before the phrase was

coined, and how the deep and

systematic insights of the

company’s top management were

blended to create one winning

product after another. And, on the

flip side, though the book does

not cover the fall of Digital

Equipment, as a corollary, it

shows how quickly the winner

can be marginalised. 

This is more than a book

about venture capital. It is a story

of human endeavours, human

adventure and human faults. It is

about entrepreneurship. It is a

virtual Management 101 course.

It has insights only history can

provide. It is a great book to read,

and I just wish it went beyond

Doriot. 

The author is an active private

equity investor
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T
he UPA can congratulate itself

on its victory in Parliament on Tues-

day, when the government’s trust

motion was carried with a comfort-

able majority. The victory may have been

marred by allegations of cash pay-offs

to buy MPs’ votes, allegations that have

been lent some currency by the extent

of cross-voting done by members of the

various opposition parties. But, unde-

terred, the stock market has celebrat-

ed with a surge in prices, signalling

the widespread expectations that the

Prime Minister will be able to deliver on

his promise of faster reforms. The ex-

ecutive decisions on disinvestment and

other such issues can be taken with-

out delay, but the passing of Bills that

need approval by Parliament will have

to wait a little longer perhaps, till the win-

ter session. It remains to be seen whether

the government encounters fresh prob-

lems then in mustering a majority, or

whether the proposed legislation will go

through. In any case, the immediate and

pressing issue does not confirm long-

range reforms that will benefit the coun-

try for months and years down the road;

for, the government has to deal with

inflation and with the damage being done

to the fisc by price controls on petrole-

um products and fertiliser. If India runs

up large twin deficits (fiscal and trade),

it could destabilise the economy well be-

fore the elections, which are due next

year. It is imperative that the government

bring the situation under control with-

out further delay.

Meanwhile, it is the Opposition par-

ties that are convulsed by crisis. The BJP

is busy expelling its parliamentarians

who flouted the party whip, and must ask

itself whether it was correct in taking the

position it did on the nuclear agreement.

Its strategy of not toppling the govern-

ment but giving it a bloody nose on the

morality issue has worked. But few will

argue that the party has much to show

by way of political gains — especially

since various accounts of parleys between

the government and the BJP say that the

party’s leaders had indeed approved of

the deal, before backing out later. Also,

the party’s lacklustre showing during the

debate on the trust motion raises ques-

tions about how effectively the party is

being led in an election year.

As for the CPI(M), it has gone to

the extraordinary extent of expelling

from its ranks the Speaker, Somnath

Chatterjee. Indeed, the biggest loser of

them all is Prakash Karat, who has driv-

en his party and its Left allies into a hope-

less corner, with company that it does

not care to keep. He and his party have

lost their leverage on the government,

they will no longer be able to fill the

air-waves on sundry policy issues, and

they face the prospect of finding their

parliamentary strength significantly re-

duced when the Lok Sabha elections are

held, for they are expected to lose ground

in their stronghold states of West Ben-

gal and Kerala. If leadership is to be

judged by the end results, then Mr Karat’s

must be questioned.

As for the issue that sparked the

political face-off, India is now free to go

ahead with the civilian nuclear agree-

ment with the United States. The ap-

proval of the board of the Internation-

al Atomic Energy Agency should be a

shoo-in when it discusses the India-spe-

cific safeguards agreement next week.

However, it must be presumed that a

good deal of diplomatic footwork will be

required to see the deal through the Nu-

clear Suppliers Group and the US Con-

gress, especially within the tight sched-

ule that now exists.

Renewed govt purpose

I
ntense negotiations seem to be on the

cards in the World Trade Organisa-

tion (WTO) “mini-ministerial” meet-

ing on the Doha Round of trade talks,

now under way in Geneva, but the chances

of hammering out a deal appear slim.

The informal discussions between trade

ministers of some key WTO member-

countries, who gathered at the venue pri-

or to the main meeting, have failed to sig-

nal meaningful progress, despite the cir-

culation of fresh drafts on both the in-

tractable issues: agriculture and non-agri-

culture market access (or Nama). The

main reason for the amended drafts

not finding much favour with the de-

veloping countries, regardless of the

claims of their being superior to the ones

brought forward by the WTO secre-

tariat in May, is the introduction of new

concepts like anti-concentration provi-

sions without conceding much on sub-

sidy reductions by the developed coun-

tries. In fact, the US has recently approved

fresh farm legislation that allows a sub-

stantial surge in agricultural subsidies.

The anti-concentration clause, which

is the main irritant for the developing

countries, aims to bar concentration of

sensitive products that would not be sub-

ject to tariff reduction in one or a few par-

ticular sectors. This is being viewed by

the developing countries, including In-

dia, as a bid to prevent them from guard-

ing their small and medium enterpris-

es — a move that betrays the develop-

ment and livelihood dimensions of the

Doha agenda. Besides, the new texts are

also deemed to tilt towards the developed

countries by offering them more flexi-

bilities for special safeguards than those

for the developing countries. For India,

it is important not only to shield its vast

small and medium enterprises sector,

which supports the livelihood of millions

of households, but also to ensure that its

agriculture and agro-based exports,

especially those of fruits, vegetables, dairy

products, sugar and the like, are not un-

dermined. It is also in India’s interest that

its flourishing services sector gets en-

hanced market opening in the developed

countries, something that the US and oth-

ers are unwilling to concede.

It is considerations like these that have

come in the way of India responding

to overtures from the trade chiefs of the

US and the EU, seeking its assistance in

breaking the stalemate. Though Brazil

seemed at one stage to be willing to

go along with the developed countries,

even if on a limited set of issues, the hard

stance taken by India and China may

force it to revisit its stand. How this sce-

nario changes, as it surely will to some

extent when the ministers actually be-

gin to negotiate, is a matter of guess-

work, and will depend on several fac-

tors, including the re-kindled wish to

save the Doha Round from irretrievable

collapse. The negotiators cannot have

forgotten the 2006 experience, when the

talks had to be abruptly abandoned

for six months after the major players

showed no sign of converging towards

agreement.

But the present Geneva meet is be-

ing held at a time when there is uncer-

tainty over whether any deal struck at

this stage by the outgoing Bush ad-

ministration will be able to get Con-

gressional consent, especially since

the US president’s fast-track authority

for getting it approved as a whole ex-

pired a year ago. Besides, the escalating

fuel and food prices that have jeopar-

dised the food and livelihood security of

the poor in several resource-starved coun-

tries, have lent another knotty dimen-

sion to the trade negotiations, making it

all the more difficult to arrive at a con-

sensus.

Another try

I
n my last column I had examined the

travails of Anglo-American mana-

gerial capitalism, arguing that it was

the success of incumbent managers

(the insiders) in using the political process

to limit hostile takeovers (by outsiders)

which has led to excessive executive com-

pensation at the expense of the share-

holder owners of corporations. In the

process income distribution also wors-

ened. An important feature of this form

of capitalism, providing economic op-

portunities even for those without their

own resources, and enabling outsiders

to challenge insiders to impart the dy-

namism of creative destruction which is

involved in the most efficient deployment

of an economy’s resources, was also

attenuated. The US search funds which

allow those without collateral or con-

nections to finance their new ideas, is

emblematic of the Anglo-American cap-

italist model.

But since the late 19th century it has

faced competition from the corporatist

“stakeholder” model pioneered by Ger-

many after its unification in 1871, and

adopted by the reformers of the Meiji

revolution in Japan. The major differ-

ences with the Anglo-American vari-

ety were, first, the toleration of cartels,

as (following Fredric List) the nation

rather than individuals was consid-

ered the basic economic unit, with in-

dustry required to serve the national weal.

Second, there were incestuous relations

between the industrial corporations and

commercial banks. Third, German cor-

porations had a two-level system of cor-

porate control: a management board for

day-to-day management and a super-

visory board consisting of various stake-

holders: shareholders, banks, cartel mem-

bers, local politicians and trade unions.

Fourth, companies had to provide social

insurance to their employees as well

as “co-determination”, by giving them a

formal voice on company boards.

The Japanese chose a variant of this

stakeholder capitalism through the

zaibatsu. These were conglomerates,

which included banks and insurance

companies, at whose centre was a fam-

ily-owned holding company, with oth-

er associated firms linked by cross-share-

holdings and interlocking directorships.

After the war, the US tried to intro-

duce more features of Anglo-Ameri-

can capitalism in the two countries.

But both reverted to their older corpo-

ratist forms. The German “social mar-

ket” recreated Bismarckian corporatism,

while Japan saw the zaibatsu reborn

as the keiretsu. This model was ex-

ported to other Asian countries, most no-

tably South Korea, whose chaebol was

another form of corporatist capitalism.

This is the so-called Asian model of cap-

italism. 

It was successful as the countries

adopting it were latecomers to indus-

trialisation, catching up with the in-

dustrial leaders in the UK and the US.

Late developers with abundant labour

can easily discern the initial industrial

structure in line with their compara-

tive advantage. It will consist of small-

scale labour intensive industries, which

can be financed through the extended

family or small partnerships, run by own-

er-managers. With growth and the shift

of comparative advantage to progres-

sively more capital-intensive industries,

families would not have the large amounts

of capital required to establish such busi-

nesses and retain control, avoiding the

“agency” problems of managerial cap-

italism, discussed in my last column. This

problem can be overcome by creating

large concentrations of wealth or find-

ing ways for some concentrated wealth

holders — like rich families — to indi-

rectly control enterprises run by man-

agers. The Indian managing agency sys-

tem is an example of the latter path. It

has resurfaced in a slightly altered from

since the 1991 economic reforms. 

In the countries of stakeholder cap-

italism, the financial institutions of the

family-owned conglomerates channelled

the savings of the general public to their

enterprises. This process was directed

by the State as a major stakeholder, cre-

ating immense moral hazard. Neither

the controlling family members, whose

financial stake was diluted over time, nor

the managers or bankers found it nec-

essary to undertake prudent investments.

After the easy “catch-up” stage of cap-

italist development, many bad invest-

ments were made leading to financial

crises.

Thus in Japan, Aldo Ando (“On the

Japanese Economy and the Japanese

National Accounts” NBER wp. 8033,

2000) has calculated that, from 1970

to 1990, because of these bad investments

the Japanese corporate sector incurred

capital losses of $405 trillion, with non-

financial corporations earning a rate

of return of about 2.5 per cent and fi-

nancial ones 1.6 per cent. Japanese

households, having cumulatively saved

$1,250 trillion (at 1990 prices), found

they had suffered a real capital loss of

$389 trillion. Thus an ageing population

found that its stakeholder capitalism lost

31 per cent of its lifetime savings over 30

years. No wonder the aged Mrs Watan-

abe continues to save rather than spend

to see her through an uncertain old age.

A generation which propelled the Japan-

ese miracle, after war-time destruc-

tion, finds its hopes along its savings turn-

ing to ashes. 

What then explains the undoubted

economic success of the countries adopt-

ing corporatist, stakeholder capitalism?

A neglected study of the comparative

growth experience of OECD countries

by Maurice Scott (A New View of Growth,

Oxford, 1989) shows that the Japan-

ese growth rate of 9 per cent between

1960 and 1973 and the German rate of

6 per cent between 1955 and 1962, can

be explained entirely by the invest-

ment rate, the growth of the quality

adjusted labour force, and a catch-up

variable. The stakeholder model of cap-

italism had little to do with it. But their

subsequent decline in growth and their

continuing economic stagnation is due

to the rigidities and inefficiencies in their

labour and capital markets caused by

the stakeholder model. Reluctantly, along

with other adherents of the “Asian mod-

el”, they are moving towards the share-

holder model of the Anglo-Americans.   

India has combined “owner-man-

agers” in its large business houses, with

its legacy of the institutions of Anglo-

American capitalism. But the post-In-

dependence financial repression with the

banks being nationalised prevented

the free entry into the capital market,

which is the hallmark of Anglo-Ameri-

can capitalism. Today, by allowing

takeovers, completing the privatisation

of banks, and ignoring the proponents of

stake-holder capitalism, India can repeat

the dynamic capitalist growth which has

been a hallmark of the Anglo-Ameri-

can capitalism over the last 200 years. 

I
t’s now quite evident that real es-

tate companies are in for some dif-

ficult times. CRISIL not only foresees

a delay in many planned and ongoing

projects, it believes several players

are over-leveraged and that the com-

bination of sluggish demand and rising

costs will lead to a shakeout. In partic-

ular, residential complexes, funded large-

ly by customer advances, have been se-

verely hit by the slowdown in bookings,

which means it will be a while before

the projects are completed. So it’s go-

ing to be a long and painful wait for buy-

ers who have paid up. Much of this pain

could perhaps have been avoided if

the government kept an eye on builders

and subjected them to more scrutiny. In-

dian laws, it would appear, are far too

lenient. In China, for instance, devel-

opers can pre-sell a residential prop-

erty only when one-third or two-thirds

of the construction is complete, de-

pending on which province they’re in.

It’s a far easier world out here where

builders are free to pre-sell property even

before they’ve started digging. Those

who want to own a home of their own,

and who doesn’t, often have little choice

but to play along. Buyers also have very

little idea about how their hard-earned

money is being utilised by the devel-

oper. In China, we’re told, mortgage pay-

ments have to be utilised for a specific

project. Maybe that’s the way it should

be done here too; builders would then

not be able to divert customer advances

for other purposes. 

Because that’s precisely what some

of them appear to have been doing. Over-

ly ambitious developers have bid for land

banks and are now scrambling for the

money to settle the bills. Unless things

take a turn for the better, these devel-

opers will probably not have the fi-

nancial wherewithal to start building

even if they get possession of the land.

And neither will they be penalised for

this. In China, a realty firm must de-

velop the land acquired within a certain

time frame, failing which the appreci-

ation in the value of the land is taxed.

Back home that’s not the case, so there’s

really no hurry to start any construction,

the land can simply lie vacant. It’s a pity

that this can happen in a country where

there are so few houses and so many

more people waiting for a home of their

own. 

Chinese developers hold relatively

small land banks; brokerage CLSA

estimates it would be sufficient for de-

velopment over a 4- to 10-year period,

depending on growth targets; in India

developers are estimated to be hold-

ing on to land banks for anywhere be-

tween 8 and 15 years. To be fair, ap-

provals in India do take much longer

than they do in China because much

of the land is agricultural land. But even

then, companies appear to be in a hur-

ry to pick up property. Given that there’s

a downturn in the offing, they might just

end up owing a lot of inventory at a time

when prices are coming off. Most In-

dian property players are already so

highly leveraged that few would be able

to cash in on falling prices. The differ-

ence in the amount of debt that Indian

and Chinese players have on their books

is striking. The average gearing for list-

ed Chinese developers, CLSA reck-

ons, is 50-60 per cent with only a couple

of them at 100 per cent. For compa-

nies back home, the average would be

closer to 100 per cent with a couple of

firms indulging themselves beyond that.

What’s more, some of them are not able

to recover their money in time; receiv-

ables for Parsvanath rose by about 20

per cent sequentially in the March 2008

quarter. The higher cost of money means

the debt will continue to pile up. 

As it is, it’s not easy to tell what kind

of shape the finances of property firms

are in. That’s because the percentage-

of-completion method followed by com-

panies means that sales and profits and

recognised well before the entire proj-

ect is completed. That just won’t do in

China; revenues there flow into the books

only after the project has been completed

and the property handed over to the buy-

ers. In that sense, investors in proper-

ty stocks may want to note, Indian firms

would seem to be less transparent than

their Chinese peers. 

That’s possibly because they can get

away with it. As CLSA notes, in India

property developers are “friends” of pol-

icy makers in India. On the contrary in

China, while they may enjoy similar good

relations with the provincial govern-

ments, the central government has been

seen to be taking aggressive steps against

the sector. Conditions in the real estate

space in China today are pretty similar

to those in India. Property markets there

too have weakened and buyers are bid-

ing their time. A big difference, how-

ever, is that property prices in China are

still considered affordable whereas back

home even a modest home remains

out of reach. That’s the main reason why

there have been so few transactions. It’s

time we changed some of the rules, home

buyers deserve better.

Indian builders need Chinese rules
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